
Educator Drop Tower
for classroom use

Bring microgravity into your classroom!
See how air bubbles, fluid blobs, and candle flames change in
microgravity.
Show students what happens when gravity seems to 'go away' (but it
doesn't really!).
Challenge students to think up and build their own microgravity
demonstrations and experiments.
Demonstrate Newton's Laws.
Investigate how microgravity conditions are used in experiments on the
International Space Station.
… and more!

Shipping only to U.S.A.

Please send questions by e-mail to:
00ug00@gmail.com

Those are zeroes, not O’s in the address.

A very important component of
the drop tower is the booklet that
explains the concepts of the
demonstration devices and their
relationship to forces & motions
and microgravity science.

The assembled Educator Drop Tower is ready to
go and includes the drop box, camera, cables,
demonstration devices, and the booklet.

For the Educator Drop Tower kit of parts, some
assembly and fabrication is necessary using normal
hand tools and power tools (e.g. drill).

For the Educator Drop Tower basic kit of parts,
assembly and fabrication is necessary using normal
hand tools and power tools (e.g. drill). This kit
contains the drop box, camera, power supply, video
cable and adaptor, and the booklet of instructions.
The user will need to separately provide the
demonstration devices.

City, State, ZIP

Address:

Address:

Name:

To order, complete this form
and send it along with a
check or money order to:

Mr. Microgravity
P.O. Box 230
Huron, OH 44839-0230

Payment by money orders or
checks will incur a wait for bank
clearance before shipment.

Payment may also be made via
PayPal from the Mr. Microgravity
web site.
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To order, complete this form and send it along with a check or money order to:
Mr. Microgravity, P.O. Box 230, Huron, OH 44839-0230

Educator Drop Tower

$ ____.00X  $120 =Qty :  ____Basic Kit of
Parts

Total:Prices include shipping.

Kit of Parts

Assembled
Drop Tower

$ ____.00X  $185 =Qty :  ____

$ ____.00

$ ____.00X  $260 =Qty:  ____

Mr. Microgravity’s


